The long-term optical and infrared color variability of blazars has been investigated with the SMARTS monitoring data. The sample in this study consists of 49 flat spectrum radio quasars and 22 BL Lac objects. The fractional variability amplitudes of each source have been calculated in both optical R band and infrared J band. Overall, the variability amplitudes of FSRQs are larger than those of BL Lac objects. The results also suggest that the variability amplitude of most FSRQs is larger at lower energy band (J band) than at higher one (R band), while the variability amplitude of BL Lacs are larger at higher energy band. Two types of blazars both display color variation along with the variability in brightness. However, they show different variation behaviors in general. With the whole data set, 35 FSRQs exhibit redder-when-brighter trends, and 11 FSRQs exhibit opposite trends; 11 BL Lacs follow bluer-when-brighter trends, and 7 BL Lacs follow opposite trends. The examination in detail shows that there are 10 blazars showing redder-when-brighter trend in their low state, and bluer-when-brighter or stable-whenbrighter trends in their high state. Some more complicated color behaviors have also been detected in several blazars. The non-thermal jet emission and the thermal emission from the accretion disc are employed to explain the observed color behaviors.
INTRODUCTION
Blazars consist of flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs) and BL Lacertae objects (BL Lacs). They are dominated by non-thermal continuum emission. The flux decreases along with the frequency increasing, which approximately follows a power law. Measurements of the spectral energy distribution (SEDs) play an important role in understanding the emission processes of blazars. Since blazars vary rapidly and violently at all wavelengths from radio to γ-ray with time scales from minutes to years (Carini et al. 1992; Arévalo et al. 2008; Ghosh et al. 2000; Ciprini et al. 2007; Chatterjee et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013; D'Ammando et al. 2013) , the lack of simultaneous data at the various wavelengths is an obstacle in the broadband study of blazars. Flux variations in blazars are usually accompanied by changes in the spectral shape. Therefore, the analysis of spectral changes of blazars can put some strong constraints on the physical processes that are responsible for these variations.
The spectral change can be characterized by the color change. Color variations in blazars have been explored by several authors. For 28 radio-selected BL Lacs in Fan & Lin (2000) , two showed flatter spectra when getting brighter, while three showed opposite behavior. Vagnetti, Trevese & Nesci (2003) found bluer-when-brighter (BWB) trends in the BV RI bands for all 8 BL Lacs in their sample. Gu et al. (2006) found that 3 out of 5 BL Lacs exhibited significant BWB trends and 2 out of 3 FSRQs exhibited redder-when-brighter (RWB) trends. However, Gu & Ai (2011) showed that only one FSRQs is RWB in a sample of 29 SDSS FSRQs. Rani et al. (2010) found that 3 out of 6 BL Lacs tended to become bluer with increase in brightness, and 4 out of 6 FSRQs exhibited opposite trends. Ikejiri et al. (2011) found that 28 out of 32 well observed blazars showed BWB trend. Bonning et al. (2012) found that FSRQs had redder optical-infrared colors when they were brighter, while BL Lac objects showed no such trend. Gaur et al. (2012) suggested that 6 out of 10 BL Lacs followed the BWB trend, while all 6 BL Lacs in Sandrinelli, Covino & Treves (2014) showed no BWB trends. The color behaviors of some individual sources are also investigated in many disperse literatures (e.g. Raiteri et al. 2003; Papadakis et al. 2003; Hu et al. 2006; Wu et al. 2006 Wu et al. , 2011 Dai et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2010a; Dai et al. 2011; Fan et al. 2014) .
BWB and RWB trends are two common well-observed behaviors in blazars. However, some complicated color phenomena have also been found in some cases. In general, there are five kinds of color behaviors: BWB in the whole data sets; RWB in the whole data sets; cycles or loop-like pattern; RWB at the low state while BWB at the high state (RWB to BWB); stable-when-brighter (SWB) or no correlation with brightness in the whole data sets (see Zhang et al. (2014) and references therein). Up to now, FSRQs and BL Lacs seem not to have universal features in color variations. The purpose of this paper is to investigate their color behaviors using a much larger sample of blazars with almost simultaneous measurements, and expect to provide results with higher confidence levels. The paper is organized as following: in Section 2, the infrared and optical data as well as their variations are described; in Section 3, the color behavior is studied; then the discussion and conclusions are given in Section 4.
INFRARED AND OPTICAL DATA & VARIABILITY
In order to investigate the statistics of the color behavior of blazars, we collect 71 blazars as well as 4 possible blazars from SMARTS sources. SMARTS program employs four meter-class telescopes (1.5-m, 1.3-m, 1.0-m and 0.9-m) of the Small and Moderate Aperture Research Telescope System (SMARTS) at Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory (CTIO) in Chile to observe the bright southern gamma-ray blazars on a regular cadence, at both optical and near-infrared wavelengths. Data reduction and analysis of SMARTS data have been described in Bonning et al. (2012) . Table 1 lists our sample which comprises 49 FSRQs, 22 BL Lacs and 4 unidentified type sources. The first column gives the object name, the second column gives the spectral classification, the third one gives the monitoring duration in days, the fourth one gives the number of data points for color index calculation. Most of the sources are observed in B, V , R, J and K bands. On the whole, there are the most data points in R and J bands. So, these two bands have been selected to study color variations. However, the observations for each source are not uniform. Some objects have been observed for more than 2000 days, while some others have been observed for less than 100 days. Some sources have been well observed with hundreds of data points and some less than 10 data points.
In order to compare the amplitude of the variations in different blazars, and in different bands for the same blazar, we compute the fractional variability amplitude F var (Vaughan et al. 2003) , which represents the average amplitude of the observed variations as a percentage of the light curve mean. The fractional variability amplitude is defined as F var = (S 2 − < ε 2 err >)/< x > 2 , where S 2 is the sample variance of the light curve, < x > is the average flux and < ε 2 err > is the mean of the squared measurement uncertainties. The F var values of J and R bands are listed in the fifth and sixth columns of Table 1 . In Fig. 1 we plot the F var of R band versus that of J band for each object. It can be seen that the objects show great differences in variations. Most of the objects show significant variabilities. Several sources display extreme variability, such as AO 0235-164, with F var =1.57 in J band and F var =1.59 in R band. However, there are also a few sources showing weak variabilities, such as 3C 273, with F var = 0.06 in J band and F var = 0.04 in R band. Fig. 2 plots the distribution of F var s of R band and J band. On the whole, F var s of R band have no significant difference with those of J band for all objects, which means that the variability amplitudes of R and J band in blazars are comparable. Ghosh et al. (2000) suggested that it may not be correct to generalize that the amplitude of the variation in blazars is systematically larger at higher frequency. However, as can be seen in Fig. 1 , F var s of J band are generally larger than those of R band for most of FSRQs (with prob. = 0.025), while F var s of J band are, in general, smaller than those of R band for most of BL Lacs (with prob. = 0.033). Bonning et al. (2012) also found that 8 out of 9 FSRQs are more variable in J band than B band. As can also be seen in Fig. 1 , the F var s of FSRQs seem to be larger than those of BL Lacs. Fig. 3 displays the F var distribution of FSRQs and BL Lacs in J band. One can clearly see that J band F var s of FSRQs are larger than those of BL Lacs. The difference is significant at a level of 5.7 × 10 −4 . We investigate the correlation between R and J bands. The R band versus J band is plotted in the left panels in Fig. 4 . Linear fitting is carried out by the least square method (the solid line in the figure) . In order to quantitatively search for the relation between these two bands, we calculate the correlation coefficient and estimate the significance level, and list them in Columns 7 and 8 of and the correlation coefficient, one can see that blazars show well-correlated variations between R and J bands, except for several sources showing weak or no, even negative correlations.
COLOR VARIATIONS
The color variability can reflect the spectral variability. Since these sources are highly variable, simultaneous or quasi-simultaneous observations are essential for color index calculation. The time series in the optical R band and the infrared J band are quasi-simultaneous and the best sampled in the SMARTS data. This provides us a chance to study in detail the spectral variations of the large sample of blazars on long time scales. J − R color index is calculated pair by pair between R and J bands within the time interval of 15 minutes for each object. More than 90 percent of intervals are less than 5 minutes. Very few extremely strange data points have been discarded. The middle and right panels of Fig. 4 show the J − R color variations with the brightness of R band and J band, respectively. To obtain the relation between the color index and the source brightness, we calculate the correlation coefficient r, and estimate the significance level. If r >= 0.2 and the significance level p <= 0.01, it means somewhat a good correlation between color index and magnitude. It suggests that the source becomes redder when the source becomes brighter. If r <= −0.2 and the significance level p <= 0.01, it means a well negative correlation, and suggests that the source tends to be bluer when the source is brighter. The other cases mean there is no correlation between color index and source brightness. Column 9 of Table 1 Table 1 .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The BWB behavior is usually observed in BL Lac objects, which can usually be explained with shockin-jet models. This behavior maybe means the presence of two components contributing to the overall emission, a variable component with a constant and relatively blue color and an underlying red component (Fiorucci et al. 2004; Ikejiri et al. 2011 ). RWB behavior is generally observed in FSRQs, which can be interpreted as due to a strong contribution of a blue thermal emission from the accretion disc, which mainly affects the bluer region of the optical spectrum when the jet emission is faint (Villata et al. 2006; Rani et al. 2010; Bonning et al. 2012 ). An interesting result is that 10 sources show one color behavior in one band and an opposite trend in another band. When the R band (higher frequency) brightness increases, they tend to be BWB trends. However, they show RWB behavior when the source brightness increases in the J band (lower frequency). This phenomena had ever clearly appeared in the case of 3C 273 (Dai et al. 2009 ). This may be caused by the brightness variations in the higher frequency leading those in the lower frequency. In other words, the radiation emitted at higher frequencies will emerge sooner while the maximum flux at lower frequencies will be observed later (Villata et al. 2000; Papadakis et al. 2004; Villata et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2010b; Rani et al. 2010) . Thus the variations in lower frequencies can not keep step with those in high frequencies. One would observed weak or none, even negative correlations between the two bands. Therefore, the object exhibits BWB trend in the higher frequency band, while RWB trend in the lower frequency band. We check the brightness correlations between J and R bands, and find that the correlations are weak or negative for these sources.
For the sources with strong brightness correlations between R and J bands, their color behaviors in the R band are similar to those in the J band, showing either BWB or RWB behavior. We investigate the relation between color behavior and F var difference of R and J bands for those objects with the absolute value of r J−R greater than 0.5. In Fig. 5 , we plot the r C−R against the F var difference, F varR − F varJ . Overall, if F var of R band is greater than that of J band, r C−R < 0, which means the source showing BWB trend. If F var of R band is less than that of J band, the source shows RWB trend (r C−R > 0). This means that the difference in variation amplitude can cause different color behaviors. For an object with the fluxes at different frequencies varying simultaneously, if the amplitude is larger at the higher frequency than at the lower one, it exhibits the BWB trend. Oppositely, the larger amplitude variations at lower frequency can result in RWB trend. From Fig. 4 , one can see that not all sources can be fitted well by a straight line. The color variation of some sources maybe change trend at a certain magnitude. Several sources show RWB in the low state, and then keep a stable trend in the high state (SWB), such as PMN 0017−0512, PKS 0208−512, PKS 1244−255, PKS 1510−089, PKS 1622−297 and 1717−5156. Some sources show RWB trend in the low state, and BWB trend in the high state, like AO 0235+164, PKS 1056 -113, PKS 2233 -148, PKS 2240 . This behavior has also been found in other literature, such as 3C 454.3, PKS 1510-089, PG 1553+113 and PKS 0537-441 in Villata et al. (2006) , Ikejiri et al. (2011) and Zhang et al. (2013) . Most of these sources are FSRQs. They have a common feature that they exhibit RWB trend in the faint state and then SWB or BWB trend in the bright state. This may be explained as the contribution reversal of different emission components. In the faint state, the strong contribution of thermal emission from an accretion disk results in RWB trend. While in the bright state, the non-thermal jet emission is dominant, which would display usual BWB trend, therefore balancing or exceeding the RWB trend. Thus, the source transforms its color behavior from RWB trend to SWB or BWB trend.
A few sources show two or more different strips in the M agnitude − M agnitude or Color − M agnitude diagrams. PKS 0426-380 shows two clear different behaviors. In J − R diagram, it seems to be a gap of two light curves with different traces. In the Color −M agnitude diagram, there is also an intersection of two curves. One exhibits BWB trend, and another exhibits RWB trend. OJ 287 indicates two parts in the color behavior, and the data points are very scattered. The color seems to be no trend in the Color − R diagram, however, show a slight RWB trend in the Color − J diagram. The BWB trend had been found in this source (Vagnetti, Trevese & Nesci 2003; Fiorucci et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2006; Dai et al. 2011) . A tendency to move around a circle in Color − M agnitude diagram was also found by Bonning et al. (2012) and Sandrinelli, Covino & Treves (2014) . For the 3C 273, J − R plot shows two separative parts, and the Color − M agnitude plot also shows two separative parts. Two parts both have a RWB trend, and totally, Color − J show RWB trend. However, in Color − R plot, the combination of two part shows BWB trend. Very recently, Fan et al. (2014) also found that this source exhibited two separative parts in the plot of spectral index versus flux density. PKS 2052-474 seems to display two different behaviors in the variations both with RWB trends. PKS 2227-08 shows two separative parts, which both show RWB trend. However, the combination of two parts shows a BWB trend in C − R plot. These color behaviors are puzzling, which suggest that there maybe exist more complicated and separative emission components in these sources.
In conclusion, the color variability has been investigated with a large sample of blazars in optical and infrared region. On the whole, 46 out of 49 FSRQs show color variations with RWB trends (35 FSRQs) or BWB trends (11 FSRQs), and 18 out of 22 BL Lacs show RWB trends (7 BL Lacs) or BWB trends (11 BL Lacs). Among them, 10 blazars follow RWB trend in the faint state and then SWB or BWB trend in the bright state.
